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Each vertebrate species displays specific tooth patterns in each quadrant of the jaw : the mouse has one in-
cisor and three molars, which develop at precise locations and at different times. The reason why multiple
teeth form in the jaw of vertebrates and the way in which they develop separately from each other have
been extensively studied, but the genetic mechanism governing the spatial patterning of teeth still remains
to be elucidated. Sonic hedgehog（Shh）is one of the key signaling molecules involved in the spatial pattern-
ing of teeth and other ectodermal organs such as hair, vibrissae and feathers. Sostdc１，a secreted inhibitor
of the Wnt and Bmp pathways, also regulates the spatial patterning of teeth and hair. Here, by utilizing ma-
ternal transfer of ５E１（an anti-Shh antibody）to mouse embryos through the placenta, we show that Sostdc
１ is downstream of Shh signaling and suggest a Wnt-Shh-Sostdc１ negative feedback loop as a pivotal
mechanism controlling the spatial patterning of teeth. Furthermore, we propose a new reaction-diffusion
model in which Wnt, Shh and Sostdc１ act as the activator, mediator and inhibitor, respectively, and confirm
that such interactions can generate the tooth pattern of a wild-type mouse and can explain the various
tooth patterns produced experimentally.
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